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This week, I launched our brand-new nationwide law enforcement recruitment initiative, Be A
Florida Hero. Our goal—encourage job seekers from across the country and within our own state
to pursue law enforcement careers here in Florida.
According to the National Police Foundation, a majority of police departments across our country
experienced staffing shortages in 2020. Reports attribute these shortages to budget cuts, low
officer morale due to the nationwide protests against the profession and increasing retirement
rates.

Florida is the most pro-law enforcement state in the nation. We want officers from areas that do
not value their service to know that here in the Sunshine State, we back our blue. Our state
enjoys a long tradition of supporting law enforcement, and we have leadership that understands
and appreciates what it takes to protect and serve.

As the wife of a law enforcement officer and as Attorney General, I see the struggles that many
leaders in this profession are facing while trying to do their jobs with fewer officers.

That is why, I created a first-of-its-kind, one-stop shop for anyone seeking to protect and serve in
the Sunshine State. Our new recruitment website includes an interactive map of Florida where
users can click on different areas of the state and see exactly where open law enforcement jobs
are located. To learn more, click here.

I am encouraging anyone looking to begin a law enforcement career or relocate to our state, to
join one of our great agencies—where you will always have the tools and support you need to do
your job and help us build a Stronger, Safer Florida.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gecnxPLIE6Y
https://www.wtsp.com/article/news/local/study-finds-86-of-police-departments-experiencing-shortages/67-cd4f8f7c-1d5e-4840-b0b4-53614530249e
https://www.wftv.com/news/86-police-departments-across-us-are-experiencing-shortage-officers/c7628d30-d691-4b38-9f38-d4141e995729/
https://www.myfloridalegal.com/page/49577155DBEBA2FA8525876E00640AD4/
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https://www.wtsp.com/article/news/regional/florida/ag-moody-law-enforcement-recruiting/67-01340041-087e-4e90-af74-f1dcb33b45eb
https://www.news4jax.com/news/florida/2021/10/14/florida-launches-nationwide-law-enforcement-recruitment-initiative-with-new-website/
https://www.news4jax.com/news/local/2021/10/12/dont-fall-for-this-scam-offering-to-put-vaccination-status-on-your-drivers-license/
https://www.abcactionnews.com/news/local-news/i-team-investigates/ag-moody-sues-olympus-pools-over-hundreds-of-unfinished-jobs
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